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The Youth Anti-Bullying Task Force was established by the Suffolk County Legislature
with the unanimous approval of Resolution 419-2019 on March 26, 2019. Resolution 419 was
brought forward by then Presiding Officer DuWayne Gregory and was put forward as a result of
conversations he had with Devin Moore, a student who was racially bullied by three boys at his
former Private School in East Islip. From their discussions came forth the idea to establish
Suffolk County’s first Anti-Bullying Task Force and to have its members include teenagers from
across Suffolk County.
The Task Force collaborated with the Long Island Coalition Against Bullying, a pioneering
nonprofit focused on spreading awareness about bullying and which works to assist students
who themselves have been
victimized by bullying. The
Task Force had its first
meeting on June 24, 2019 and
since then has met monthly to
discuss the ways bullying has
impacted the members’ lives
as well as to come up with
recommendations, ideas and
concepts on how to reduce
bullying in Suffolk County.
After one year of work,
delayed by the COVID-19
pandemic which has shut
down schools worldwide, the
Task Force has now completed
its work and come up with
several ideas listed in the
following pages. These
recommendations were
formed through discussions
held between Task Force
members, the Long Island
Coalition Against Bullying, and
legislative staff. We are
pleased to unveil our final report and wish that all parties at the state, county and school
district levels please consider these recommendations, as even one bullying incident that is
prevented may save a life.
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The 21st century has seen many technological advances,
but it has also seen a dramatic rise in bullying. Bullying has
become more insidious and prevalent with the rise of social
media. The psychological and physical toll affects students of all
ages, from kindergarten through college.
In 2019, the Suffolk County Legislature established the Youth Anti-Bullying Task Force. As
bullying is a public health issue, the Legislature felt it was important to lead the way in preventing
bullying in schools and cyberbullying at home. The Task Force was composed of an impressive
group of young people. These students have shown leadership at their own schools and many
have witnessed bullying first hand. Most importantly, these students were prepared to act to
prevent future victims.
For the past year the Task Force met monthly to discuss a wide range of topics. From the
“Dignity for All Students Act” (DASA) at the state level, to creating a mobile app here in Suffolk
County, to asking school districts to certify more student-led organizations, the Task Force looked
to incorporate new and existing ideas into this plan. Ultimately, they came up with a
comprehensive list of recommendations that lawmakers can act upon and turn into effective
policy.
I want to extend my sincere thanks to all of the members of the Task Force, without whom
this report would not exist. I also want to thank Devin Moore and the Long Island Coalition
Against Bullying, who helped to lay the foundation for this report. Finally, I wish to thank former
Presiding Officer DuWayne Gregory. The Anti-Bullying Task Force was his vision and through his
leadership, the group developed a cohesive plan to reduce bullying. He should be enormously
proud of the work this team produced.

__________________________
Robert Calarco, Presiding Officer
Suffolk County Legislature
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Dear Community Members,
My name is Devin Moore. I am 16 years old. I have been working with the Suffolk
County Youth Antibullying Task Force for the past year. It has been informative,
enlightening and encouraging to work with fellow high school students from different
school districts and Mr. Salamone.
The task force is a useful place to talk about the best ways to prevent bullying. Monthly,
we meet and just talk and share stories about bullying we have seen and ways we want
to make being in school a great experience. Thankfully, we were able to continue to do
it virtually during the pandemic.
The recommendations, which include “push in” programs where a speaker can talk to
students one classroom at a time instead of a large group of students in an assembly in
the auditorium, are effective. I know firsthand because I have spoken to students one
classroom at a time about bullying prevention and it allows for the speaker to ask and
answer questions and take the time to be more interactive. It is very important for there
to be separate high school clubs focused on bullying and having a younger speaker is
beneficial. I am 16 years old and I believe the students understand and get when I am
talking because I am close to their age.
This particular task force was started after I shared my personal story with former
Suffolk County Legislator DuWayne Gregory. I went through horrific bullying during my
middle school years and I shared it with him. He listened and decided the task force
would be the perfect fit for me to be the youth task force leader. I started my antibullying organization, #RaceToSpeakUp, because I want to educate and empower the
youth about the different types of bullying (cyber, physical, verbal, and social) and show
them that we do have a voice. We can speak up against bullying.
Bullying prevention is a serious matter - one that can’t be ignored. Please consider
implementing these recommendations. They will make an impactful change in an effort
to prevent bullying.
Thank you.
Devin Moore
Founder
#RaceToSpeakUp
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1. New York State legislators should look to extend the provisions of the New
York State Dignity for All Students Act (DASA) to cover religious and other
schools that are currently exempt from the law.
The Dignity Act (or DASA) applies to all public schools, Boards of Cooperative Education
Services (BOCES), and charter schools within New York State. The Dignity Act was adopted in
2010 and made it the policy of New York State that all students have the right to an education
free of discrimination and harassment. However, religious, private and denominational schools
are exempt from the provisions of the Dignity Act1. It is the recommendation of the Task Force
that these schools currently exempted from the Dignity Act be included in the Act in order to
provide the same protections to students in these exempted schools that are currently offered
to public school students.
Currently, students in religious, private and denominational schools are not required to
meet these requirements. Although some schools in these categories voluntarily meet these
requirements in their own codes of conduct or school guidelines, they are under no legal
obligation under the Dignity Act to do so. These schools are under no obligation to have an
individual appointee to serve as a Dignity Act coordinator and therefore may further lack
procedures for parents or persons in parental relation to report allegations of student-tostudent targeted bullying. In addition, there are numerous cases of students, including one of
the members of the Task Force who attends a religious school, who have been bullied in one of
these exempt schools.
Of course, given other existing concerns and existing legal precedent, this is a debate that
should continue at the state level, and solutions that would protect students at these schools
while avoiding interference with exempt schools should also be examined.
The Task Force also recognizes that there is legislation that has been proposed in the New
York State Senate that would meet this need. Senate Bill S.3696, introduced by Senator Brad
Holyman, removes the exemptions for religious, denominational and private institutions. A
copy of the text can be found here: https://legislation.nysenate.gov/pdf/bills/2019/S3696.
There is currently no accompanying bill in the New York State Assembly. The Task Force asks
that state legislators give this proposal a second look in the State Assembly in addition to the
State Senate.

1

New York State, Official Compilation of Codes, rules and Regulations of the State of New York. Title 8 Education
Department. Accessed from:
https://govt.westlaw.com/nycrr/Document/I3652900bc22211ddb29d8bee567fca9f?viewType=FullText&originatio
nContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
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2. The State should work with school districts to ensure that recertification
training for teachers’ licenses includes segments and courses related to
cyberbullying and how to identify bullying.
The Task Force finds that the State should work with school districts to ensure that
cyberbullying and identifying when a student is being victimized by bullying are included in
recertification training for teachers. The Task Force found that while many teachers are fully
aware of bullying and have been incredibly helpful to students who have suffered bullying,
there is a “technology gap” where teachers may not be aware of cyberbullying situations and
may not be able to identify cyberbullying victims. Other members added that they felt that in
particular at the elementary school level, teachers have shrugged off bullying complaints,
dismissing them as only being playful teasing.
Currently New York State Law requires professional learning programs for BOCES or school
districts to include:
“a provision for the training, where applicable, in school violence prevention and
intervention, child abuse recognition, the needs of children with autism, and the Dignity for
All Students Act (DASA) of employees holding a teaching certificate or license in the
classroom teaching service, pupil personnel school service, or educational leadership
service.2”
Many teachers currently do a great job identifying and preventing bullying and have helped
members of the Task Force get through difficult times being bullied, but additional education
would not hurt. Having additional trainings available on subjects such as cyberbullying would go
far to help ensure that students are better protected and perhaps may be more willing to
discuss these issues with their teachers.
Professional development and learning programs vary heavily in their implementation from
district to district, with some districts treating it as a separate period and others focusing more
on implementing larger professional learning block periods.
The Task Force is aware that recertification training for teachers already includes sections
on the Dignity Act, and new teachers who receive certification in New York State must pass an
eight (8) hour course on DASA, but we recognize that more work could be done. In particular
there is no specific requirement for cyberbullying to be part of the training. However, the
material and availability of said courses can be expanded. The State should look to expand
access to trainings covering bullying, cyberbullying and identifying when a student may be a
victim of cyberbullying. Since trainings are ultimately handled by the responsible school district,

2

https://govt.westlaw.com/nycrr/Document/I3652900bc22211ddb29d8bee567fca9f?viewType=FullText&originati
onContext=documenttoc&transitionType=CategoryPageItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
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the State should look to collaborate with school districts and to help provide resources and
trainings to districts that may not already require such trainings.

3. The State should work with school districts to ensure that the Dignity for All
Student Act’s requirements are followed, particularly with regard to
reporting requirements.
The Dignity Act established a number of reporting requirements school districts are
required to follow. All school employees who witness harassment, bullying and/or
discrimination, or who receive an oral or written report are required to notify the principal or
superintendent orally within one day of receiving the information. They are then required to
file a written report within two days. Of course, teachers are also mandatory reporters, and
should a case rise to the degree to require notification to law enforcement, principals or
superintendents “shall promptly notify the appropriate local law enforcement agency.”3 The
Task Force finds this requirement is a reasonable expectation, but work and outreach should be
done to ensure that this process is followed.
Principals are also supposed to provide a “regular report on data and trends related to
harassment, bullying, and/or discrimination to the superintendent”4 while an annual report
must be submitted by each district’s school board and an annual report of materials. The
“regular report” is only required to be completed once per year, and the manner in which the
report is done is “prescribed by the school district, BOCES, or charter school.”5 The Task Force
finds that these requirements are acceptable, but more work should be done to ensure these
requirements are followed by school districts. The more information that is available on
measures to prevent bullying, the better, and having data on harassment and bullying in
schools compiled by each school’s principal would strengthen the school district’s own
response in turn and would allow them to focus their efforts on specific issues that come up.
One other item to note is that the Dignity Act coordinator required in each school does not
have any specific, separate role in the reporting process besides what is required by any school
employee or principal, and therefore could be excluded from having a role putting together or
having access to the annual and regular reports put together by principals or by school boards.
In addition, the Task Force notes that some school districts have gone further and have
allowed parents to file their own reports., While this can allow for some incidents that may
otherwise have been missed by schools to be reported, the Task Force did have some concerns
about the burden of work placed on districts as a result. In addition, the process itself is
complicated by a high burden of evidence required, reports of incidents that do not qualify as
bullying or harassment, and procedures some of these schools have implemented, making it
harder for parents to file reports in the first place. Therefore, the Task Force finds that the
3

Ibid, page 5.
Ibid.
5
Ibid.
4
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State, in collaboration with local school districts should work to ensure that these requirements
are understood and followed.

4. State legislators should consider amending the Dignity for All Students Act in
order to ensure schools properly disclose their Dignity Act coordinators and
to better provide information on DASA to students.
From early meetings of the Task Force, one thing that stood out was that a number of
members were unaware of the Dignity Act or that someone in their schools had been
designated a Dignity Act coordinator.
The first issue is that a number of schools do not properly disclose their Dignity Act
coordinator to the point where a number of members of the Task Force themselves were
unable to identify their school’s Dignity Act coordinator. While schools are currently required
by code to disclose the name and contact information of their Dignity Act coordinator,6 the
implementation of how school districts disclose this information is largely left to school districts
to decide, and there can exist many problems with implementation. For example, the Long
Island Coalition Against Bullying and project coordinators Nicolas D’Agostino and Cara Caporale
conducted a study reviewing each Long Island school district’s website in order to determine if
they properly listed all information on the Dignity Act. Their study found that while 54% of Long
Island school districts did list all necessary information on the Dignity Act, 25% of districts were
found to need improvement and information on the Dignity Act was either missing key points
such as information on their coordinators or was simply difficult to access through the website.
A total of 21% of districts were deemed unsatisfactory, lacking information or pages on the
Dignity Act on their website. In Suffolk County, a slightly lower percentage of school districts
were found to be satisfactory, with only 51% being found to be satisfactory. The study found no
clear divide between larger and smaller districts, but did uncover that almost none of the
districts’ websites in their survey had a dedicated page on bullying. Information on DASA was
oftentimes scattered, sometimes split between individual school pages rather than a central
DASA page on the district’s main website.
With all of these concerns in mind, the Task Force recommends that State legislators amend
the Dignity Act to specifically require that information on the Dignity Act and the name and
contact information of individual Dignity Act coordinators be accessible from a dedicated page
on each school district’s website.
In addition, an amendment should be made requiring that information on the Dignity Act
that is currently mandated to be provided to students’ parents and persons in parental relation
be provided equally to students. The Task Force determines that this would provide a potential
outlet for students to speak about bullying and harassment related concerns should they be
unwilling to speak to their parent or guardian, and in any case, it would be beneficial for
6

Ibid, page 5.
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students to have more awareness of their Dignity Act coordinators and the rights and
protections provided by DASA.

5. The State should work to ensure that Dignity Act coordinators are properly
trained and qualified.
Another concern raised by the Task Force relating to the implementation of Dignity Act
coordinators was that Dignity Act coordinators may not be properly qualified or trained to
serve in that role. While code states the Dignity Act Coordinators shall be instructed in the
requirements of DASA, “thoroughly trained to handle human relations regarding protected
classes,” and “be provided with training on social patterns of bullying and be trained in
strategies for effectively addressing problems of exclusion, bias and aggression in education
settings,” the appointee of the Dignity Act coordinator in each school is left simply up to the
board of education or trustees of the school district so long as the individual is a certified
and/or licensed employee of the school district working as a teacher, counselor, psychologist,
nurse, social worker, administrator or supervisor, or superintendent of schools. Furthermore,
the trainings that the Dignity Act coordinator shall have do not mention any form of
certification; therefore, these requirements are effectively guidelines as to who should be
appointed a Dignity Act coordinator, rather than standardized requirements.
One option would be for state legislators to amend DASA itself to ensure that certified
trainings must be completed before an individual can be approved to serve as a coordinator.
As the Task Force is keenly aware of budgetary concerns resulting from the COVID-19
pandemic, we suggest the possibility of certifying nonprofit agencies in Dignity Act-related
professional development programs, including those mentioned above in which a Dignity Act
coordinator is intended to have been instructed. Additionally, one possibility that could be
considered in better budgetary times would be to provide a stipend for Dignity Act coordinators
in accordance with their position, contingent on their completion of certified training which
could also allow the position to have a more active role in the future.
In addition, there are other concerns the State should note regarding the Dignity Act. The
first is that charter schools (and private, religious or denomination schools, should State
suggestion #1 be adopted) may set different requirements as to who qualifies as a classroom
teacher. In theory, this could be used as a loophole enabling individuals who are not certified to
teach in New York State to be appointed Dignity Act coordinators.7 The second concern is that
there is no enrollment threshold that would mandate a school appoint a second coordinator,8
meaning there is no distinction in the law between a school with 2,500 enrolled students and
one with 250.

7
8

Ibid, page 5.
Ibid.
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6. The State should encourage innovative efforts by school districts to reduce
bullying or enact preventative policies following the “Whole Child” approach.
Over the course of the Task Force’s meetings, a number of innovative strategies and
programs implemented by schools on Long Island were discussed. Of particular note were
strategies implemented with preventative policies following the so-called “Whole Child”
approach to learning. In recognition of these efforts, the Task Force suggests that the State
should look to encourage these innovative steps and ideas done by schools.
The “Whole Child Approach” is effectively a philosophy on how to approach education and
covers a wide range of topics, but the core idea is to balance academic learning with social,
emotional and even physical learning and wellness. During our meetings, members brought up
a number of schools that have implemented ideas that reflect the goals of the Whole Child
approach. In particular, our members singled out Bayport-Blue Point, Bay Shore, Riverhead and
Patchogue-Medford School Districts as being model districts that take this approach. Each of
these districts has implemented mental health and wellness programs in different ways.
Patchogue-Medford has implemented counseling and mediation into the high school run by
their support staff and has importantly begun trainings on verbal de-escalation and crisis
prevention training.9 These efforts would allow both school staff and students to better
respond to harassment and bullying and perhaps defuse bullying situations before they even
begin. Bayport-Blue Point, meanwhile, has worked closely with peer organizations and has
worked to encourage push-in character education assemblies. The Riverhead Central School
District has focused particularly on multilingual learners and has worked to integrate them
cohesively into the school environment through professional development.10
The Bay Shore School District has implemented a wide variety of innovative programs of
their own, such as an awareness weekend where students were able to sleepover at the high
school and take part in a number of programs put together by counselors and social workers.
The weekend was capped off with a keynote assembly. This event not only allows students to
familiarize themselves with the school building, but also allows them to become more
comfortable with school staff who can often seem distant to a student.
By focusing on mental health and wellness, the Whole Child approach looks to prevent
harassment and bullying before it even begins. The Task Force finds that this kind of outside9

Patchogue-Medford Whole Child Approach, 2019.
https://www.esboces.org/cms/lib/NY01914091/Centricity/Domain/330/Patchogue%20Medford%20Whole%20Chil
d%20Approach.pdf
10
Riverhead Central School District. Academic Update, June 2019.
https://www.riverhead.net/Assets/Curriculum_Links/061319_Academic_Update_June_2019.pdf?t=636960233091
000000
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the-box thinking will help to combat bullying and harassment. One way these programs may be
implemented is through grant programs. The Riverhead Central School District, for example,
received federal grant funding to allow mental health trainings to be provided to their staff.11

7. The State should work more closely with students, student-led organizations
and nonprofits.
A number of the members of the Task Force were leaders in their own right working within
their own schools to create change, prevent and draw awareness to the issue of bullying. While
this is covered in more depth in Section 3, one of the key lessons of the Task Force has been
that the possibilities are endless when young people are empowered. Therefore, the Task Force
recommends that the State work with and communicate directly with student-formed
organizations, as students are ultimately the ones who will be living these experiences every
day. In particular, students would have a most keen eye on issues in schools that we hear about
every day.
One of the Task Force’s members, Devin Moore, founded his own organization and started
a social media campaign, #racetospeakup, after being the victim of racial bullying at his school.
Since then he has worked with school and elected officials to bring attention to this issue and to
prevent bullying in schools. Gianna Tantillo, another Task Force member, has worked to
prevent bullying as part of her student government, while Adrianna Romeo is active in her
school’s Gay-Straight Alliance. From student to student, the approaches will vary greatly, but
the Task Force finds it clear that students are capable and should be permitted to have a more
active role in the decision-making process surrounding education in New York State.
In addition, nonprofit organizations that work with schools directly to address bullying,
mental health and community engagement should also not be left out of policy discussions.
Given the new-found budgetary constraints resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic, these
nonprofits may now play a more important role than ever before.
While the ultimate goal of an education is system is to educate and shape young minds, and
any decision made regarding education policy ultimately has the intent of benefiting the
students, often students can help shape the conversation. In a time of unprecedented upheaval
of educational norms, new voices should be heard.

11

Ibid, page 9.
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1. Suffolk County should expand services provided at suffolkstopbullying.org.
Resolution 197-2014,12 sponsored by Legislator Sarah Anker and co-sponsored by Legislator
Kara Hahn, directed the Department of Information Technology to establish
suffolkstopbullying.com. Since then, the Department of Information Technology has done an
admirable job of keeping the website updated, but improvements could always be made. In
particular, more connectivity to nonprofits, local community organizations, and schools would
be a strong way of encouraging more students to view the website.
As with any resource, a large part of its effectiveness is tied to awareness, and initially
the members of the Task Force were mostly unaware of the website. One idea is to set up
accounts for suffolkstopbullying.com on social media, perhaps with dedicated pages on
Instagram, Twitter, Facebook and TikTok. In addition, the county should collaborate more with
nonprofits to promote awareness of the website.
Future expansion of the website can focus both on integrating the “Suffolk Stop
Bullying” Resource Guide and any future mobile apps introduced by a nonprofit agency or by
the County itself. In addition, events hosted by local organizations about bullying should be
posted on the site and/or any relevant social media pages hosted by the County.
Links to https://www.suffolkstopbullying.org/ should also be included on other County
websites, including on the Department of Health’s main webpage. The Task Force finds that
these small changes would help to enable suffolkstopbullying.com to be more recognized by
students and therefore better serve as a resource for students, young adults and bullying
victims.

The Stop Suffolk Bullying website’s homepage as of July 20, 2020.

12

The resolution can be found at: https://apps2.suffolkcountyny.gov/legislature/resos/resos2014/i1198-14.pdf
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2. The “Suffolk Stop Bullying” Resource Guide established in Resolution 9362019 should be provided to all schools in Suffolk County as a PDF.
Resolution 936-201913 introduced last year by Presiding Officer DuWayne Gregory called for
the creation of a “Suffolk Stop Bullying” Resource Guide. The goal was to have the resource
guide completed by the Suffolk County the Department of Health Services in time for the start
of the 2020 school year. The Task Force finds that the guide should be completed, and that it
should be distributed free of charge as a PDF to schools in Suffolk County. We note that
originally there were concerns over the cost of printing the resource guide for all schools in the
County. Sending it to them electronically allows the schools to decide whether or not to print it,
while also leaving it available for Suffolk County to print out and use where applicable.
One potential way to allow the guide to be more useful for schools would be to add a space
allowing them to customize the guide with local community resources. This would allow local
resources within a school district to be included, in addition to the countywide services
represented on a resource guide. We find that local resources often are available to assist in
specific concerns and help in cases where assistance may be required that transcends school or
bullying.
Other considerations that should be made are whether or not the resource guide should be
tailored to fit grade levels, or if the information provided should vary between elementary
school, middle school and high schools. For now, a single, uniform resource guide for all school
districts is all that is required, and more discussion could take place to determine if additional
guides should be developed based on the response to the initial resource guide.
While the County itself has limited oversight in educational matters, the guide should also
be distributed to Suffolk County Community College. While the Task Force did not cover college
or universities at any great length over the past year, bullying has been an issue at some
colleges, particularly in the form of hazing, and should be taken into consideration. Perhaps the
County should look into creating a resource guide for Suffolk County Community College’s use
as well.

13

The resolution can be found at: https://apps2.suffolkcountyny.gov/legislature/resos/resos2019/i1856-19.pdf
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3. The Long Island Coalition Against Bullying should collaborate with Suffolk
County in order to develop a mobile app allowing students to report bullying
and to provide access to resources related to bullying.
One of the main discussions had by the Task Force over the course of the past year related
to developing a mobile application with the goal of allowing the reporting of bullying incidents
either through the County or by collaborating with our nonprofit partner, the Long Island
Coalition Against Bullying. The Task Force focused a couple of its meetings around the concept,
and discussions were held with the Department of Information Technology regarding the
development of a Suffolk Stop Bullying app. Early discussions suggested creating a resolution
directing the Department of Information Technology to create an app, but after meetings with
then Presiding Officer DuWayne Gregory, staff, and Scott Mastellon, the Commissioner of the
Department of Information Technology, it was decided to continue work to build out ideas for
the app. A representative of the IT Department attended our meeting in November 2019 to
collect thoughts on the implementation of the mobile app. However, discussions largely stalled,
ideas were still being planned out by the Task Force, and the Department requested resources.
Suffolk County should finish the work the Task Force started, and either the County or the
Long Island Coalition Against Bullying should use the ideas listed below to create an app.
Resources listed in the app can be drawn from existing sources, such as
stopsuffolkbullying.com. Note that the app would be far more than just a simple list of
resources, and much of the original intent behind these discussions was to create a app that
would allow individuals to report bullying and harassment, which could then be shared with
schools and potentially allow students to share their stories.
Some of the concepts, thoughts and concerns regarding the app include:
The app’s home screen would feature links to anti-bullying, mental health wellness and
crisis hotline resources available in Suffolk County. Resources can be drawn from existing lists
from nonprofits or from suffolkstopbullying.com.
Having the ability for a user to log in and register to use the app with a layer of
anonymity. The Task Force suggests that the app should only require a user looking to submit a
report to list their school and grade. Users could possibly share more information if they
consent to doing so, but in order to protect the identities of students, information required to
use the app should be kept to a minimum.
Reports and use of the app would be moderated. At the County level, there would
therefore be some necessary staffing decisions, while at the nonprofit level it could be
moderated by trained and certified volunteers. Moderators would be trained in crisis
management and on how to recognize and respond to bullying in either scenario.
Moderators would be able to review any reports that are submitted by users and report
them to the appropriate agencies. In serious situations, moderators should act as mandatory
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reporters and be able to send reports to police. Otherwise reports regarding bullying would be
sent simply to the school of the student making the report. School officials would receive a
report stating that a bullying incident was reported from their school in a particular grade. In
order to protect the students from potentially being recognized as the person who made a
report, names would not be provided barring the choice of the student. The Task Force feels
this is the best option to balance users’ privacy with the need to report these incidents and
provide services to the students submitting reports.
One other possible feature in the app would be to allow users to post personal stories to
the app. Stories would be submitted by users separate from the report function but would also
be reviewed by moderators to ensure the content is appropriate. If approved by the
moderators, these stories would be shared to the main page of the app each day. Stories could
consist of students’ own experiences involving bullying, how they handled such incidents, or
possibly inspirational quotes, ideas to combat bullying, and ways students or schools have
combat bullying. Other users would be able to read these stories and would be able to interact
with them, either directly with messages in a format similar to a message board or forum, or
perhaps indirectly in a way similar to Facebook’s reactions with a set of specific emojis.
One concern that was raised over the course of the Task Force’s meetings, including
from comments from teachers, was that the app would naturally encourage students to use
their phones and potentially could create a complicated situation where students would have a
legitimate reason to be on their phone during class. A couple of ideas were proposed to deal
with this problem. The first would be to simply disable the reporting function during school
hours. The other would be to staff the app only in the late afternoon, after school hours.
Because disabling the app every day would likely be quite difficult, it was suggested that the
emergency and contact information in the app should still be accessible at all times. Should the
app be developed by the County, moderation by staff could be done during the day, and likely
there would be more difficulty staffing the app after hours.
Awareness and accessibility were other concerns raised about the app. Members of the
Task Force were concerned that students may not download the app or may download it but
never use it, so some effort should be taken to include features to keep users engaged.
Awareness of the app’s existence can be promoted in a variety of ways, either through a direct
marketing campaign, press or in collaboration with schools themselves.
The Task Force suggested a few concepts for content and engagement:
•

Inspirational quotes that appear as notifications, possibly drawn from students in the
aforementioned story section.

•

Some kind of point or streak system for engaging with a story, implemented in a way
similar to Snapchat, where individuals would get new icons or medals for using the app.
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•

Simply highlighting the shared story and messaging aspect and making that into a larger
part of the app.

•

Some kind of educational game, where users could have anti-bullying-themed puzzles or
quizzes.

In conclusion, Task Force asks that the County and/or a nonprofit partner collaborate to
develop a mobile app for use by students to raise awareness of bullying issues and to
innovatively engage with students in order to prevent bullying incidents.

4. A standing, student-led advisory board should meet on a quarterly basis to
discuss bullying.
Moving forward, it would be prudent for Suffolk County and/or the Long Island Coalition
Against Bullying to create a student-led advisory board that would meet quarterly or less to
discuss issues relating to bullying and perhaps more broadly school-related social issues. This
advisory board would also be called into action in response to an emergency or other incident
that may arise as a result of bullying.
The Task Force notes that ensuring attendance was perhaps the most significant
challenge this Task Force faced. Initially, meetings were split between Suffolk County
Community College’s Ammerman Campus and the William H. Rogers Legislature Building in
Hauppauge. However as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, Zoom has emerged as a reliable
and usable platform for hosting video conferences and we find that should a future advisory
board of high school aged students be created, we suggest that they meet primarily through
Zoom.
Membership of the advisory board should best be similar to the makeup of the current
Task Force, comprising teenagers between the ages of 15-18 from high schools in Suffolk
County, but the advisory board should likely be smaller than the current Task Force.
Membership could be rolling, with a set number of members for each grade level. Perhaps
schools could recommend advisory board members.
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1. Large presentations and assemblies put on for students about bullying are
ineffective, and instead “Push-In” programs would be more effective.
The Task Force spoke often about workshops and assemblies put together by contract
agencies for both teachers and students to discuss bullying, and felt that assemblies in front
of hundreds of students were ineffective. Members stated that other students often
weren’t paying attention during these assemblies and their indirect nature meant that
students who may be victims may be unable to connect or receive help from these
presentations. The Task Force feels that larger anti-bullying assemblies often do not change
from year to year, leading students to sit through the same presentation over and over
through multiple grade levels. In addition, the Task Force notes there are significant
differences between the kinds of bullying faced by individuals in elementary school
compared to high school, and as such their assemblies should take into account these
differences.
Over the course of the Task Force’s meetings, the Task Force learned that these kinds of
assemblies are often put on by schools as a cost-saving measure and are done in order to
meet minimum bullying workshop requirements, although in some cases they are
contracted out. In any case, school districts should look towards moving towards “push-in”
programs and workshops, where speakers on bullying would speak directly to one or two
classes at a time instead of large groups of hundreds of students in an auditorium. The Task
Force feels that push-in assemblies would be more unique and memorable than larger antibullying assemblies The Task Force also finds that this approach would allow for students to
interact directly with the speaker and to connect with them. Speakers would be able to
more closely follow students in classroom environments compared to an assembly in a
gymnasium as well.
Of course, with social distancing requirements, large presentations to hundreds of
students at a time may be impossible, and thus, alternative ways for schools to conduct
bullying and harassment workshops will be needed. Zoom meetings and/or Google
Classroom assignments may be potential options for schools to conduct harassment and
bullying workshops moving forward.
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, school districts are bracing for a reduction in
state financial aid, and in the next few years it is likely that the financial condition of schools
will worsen. As such, contract agencies used by schools for workshops and assemblies are
more likely to be nonprofits. The main concern that exists with this proposal is the cost of
time required for in-class push in presentations compared to a single one period assembly,
but the Task Force feels that this would “pay for itself” from the benefits of having more
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impactful assemblies, which would better inform students and hopefully reduce classroom
distractions teachers face daily.

2. There should be dedicated high school clubs that focus on bullying.
A number of Task Force members reported that their schools do not have dedicated
anti-bullying or bullying prevention clubs. Instead, a number of schools effectively roll up
bullying and harassment issues into other clubs. In particular, bullying issues are often rolled
up into discussions in high school’s gay-straight alliances, or various community or identityfocused clubs. The Task Force feels that bullying issues are worth discussing separate from
other clubs, and that while they often are and should be a topic for discussion in gaylesbian-straight alliances, or clubs focusing more broadly on anti-bias issues, students would
be better served with separate, dedicated clubs focusing on bullying.
The Task Force feels that merging clubs in this way weakens the missions of both clubs.
A gay-lesbian-straight alliance has a separate mission and character from a club focusing on
bullying alone, and while there certainly can be overlap in terms of harassment LGBTQ
individuals may face due to their identity or in cases where someone is being bullied based
on their race, these topics would be better served by dedicated clubs with dedicated
student leaders and teachers willing to serve as advisors who could speak to the
comprehensive issues surrounding bullying and harassment.
One concern raised by the Task Force was the possibility that individuals who are being
bullied could be targeted for their participation in a gay-straight alliance club, and while
there is no guarantee that wouldn’t happen with a victim who turns to a dedicated antibullying club, such a club would be better prepared to handle these situations and would
not have the risk of “collateral damage” that would impact the gay-straight alliance or other
community, identity or anti-bias clubs. Both are also linked at times because both are “buzz
issues” that are often in the news.
As such, the Task Force asks school districts to identify teaching advisors who would be
willing to start dedicated anti-bullying clubs. The Task Force notes that advisors could be
selected from teachers who currently advise gay-straight alliances, honors societies or other
clubs, and that it would be better if they manage two separate clubs, each with differing
missions for the purposes of clarity and effectiveness. The Task Force also notes that some
schools on Long Island and in Suffolk County are already doing this. Brentwood High School,
for example, has a separate “Anti-Bullying Club” in addition to clubs such as a Gay Lesbian
Straight Alliance, a Body Image Group, a Mentoring Club, and finally multiple clubs for
centered around Latin American, Caribbean, and African-American cultures.14 Smaller
school districts, of course, might have to cut corners in some areas, and we recognize that
14

Brentwood Youth Development and Prevention Programs, from:
https://www.bufsd.org/UserFiles/Servers/Server_1176713/File/ParentGuardian/Youth%20Enrichment%20Prevent
ion%20Programs/Community%20Programs/Youth_Development_Initiatives_2016-17.pdf
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cost may be an impediment for schools to establish separate clubs to combat bullying, but
schools that have significant bullying problems or that do not have leadership, mentorship,
wellness clubs or other existing student organizations should look to establish separate antibullying clubs. If necessary due to cost, teachers that already advise one or more existing
clubs could advise the new club.

3. Student governments should take a more active role in establishing
bullying awareness programs and events.
The Task Force recognizes that student governments should play an active and
important role in establishing anti-bullying programs and events. During meetings of the
Task Force, some members raised concerns that student governments were ineffective and
were seen by the student body as being elitist. Other members defended student
governments, saying that they thought they were doing good work regarding bullying and in
terms of being accessible to the student body. In all likelihood, it differs heavily from school
to school, district to district, and certainly some student governments would be more active
in areas relating to bullying compared to others.
For an example of the good work student governments accomplish, Task Force member
Gianna Tantillo is the president of her school’s student government and has established a
preliminary Random Acts of Kindness Club in response to issues of meanness that emerged
at her school. Other student governments have taken an active role in establishing gaystraight alliance clubs in their schools for the first time while some have focused on creating
separate peer-mentorship based clubs, which both help students orientate to new schools
as freshmen as well as assist them in times of need should they be victimized by bullying. In
other schools, there are organizations, such as the Hart Group, which have taken an active
role in promoting awareness of bullying.
On the other hand, an accountable student government that has the confidence of the
student body naturally is more able to address bullying concerns than one that is not well
liked by the student body, either justifiably or not. A student organization that turns a blind
eye to bullying concerns either directly or through negligence should certainly look to
expand the amount of anti-bullying programs offered. Therefore, student government
bodies should look to establish bullying awareness programs, and the Task Force
encourages school districts to provide resources necessary to student bodies to permit
them to do such.
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4. School presentations on bullying should prioritize presenters who are
younger or who are past or current students of the school.
The Task Force felt that school presentations, workshops and assemblies conducted to
raise awareness of bullying often have speakers who are unable to connect to students at
the school, either because they lack a proper understanding of modern technology as it
relates to cyberbullying, have no ties to the school they are presenting at, are out of touch
with a younger student body, or simply are uninteresting. As such, the Task Force suggests
inviting presenters for bullying presentations or assemblies who can bridge this divide, as a
good presenter could be all that is needed to make a difference. Task Force members stated
that the most memorable presentations they have attended included ones relating to drunk
driving, where the presenter was a former student who was jailed with the DWI and who
could directly connect with students. As such, anti-bullying presenters ideally would have
ties not only to the school districts in question but would themselves be bullying survivors.
Younger presenters would be considered better presenters by the Task Force for a
similar reason. Task Force members raised concerns that the presenters who currently visit
their schools often are unaware or behind the trend regarding cyberbullying and therefore
lose the interest of students due to messaging that may no longer apply. As such,
presenters who are more in touch with current social media trends would be preferable.
Some members of the Task Force themselves have made their own presentation to
students about bullying. Task Force member Bari Gruber and her friends put together
“Tune, Talk, Turn!”, a program focusing on wellness that helps new middle schoolers handle
stress by “tuning into how you are feeling, then talking it out with someone you trust, and
finally turning it around into something productive.” Devin Moore has also begun hosting
presentations with elementary school students on ways to identify what is bullying and
what isn’t. Other members have focused on simply sharing their experiences surviving
bullying in order to help them move forward. “Anti-bullying clubs” that were suggested
earlier could look to conduct trainings in an organized manner more regularly as well,
possibly doing trainings both at a high school level along with the occasional push into
classes at the elementary school.
In any case, the Task Force feels presenters who themselves were victims of bullying
would be far better advocates for bullying prevention programs. In order to encourage
students to take leading, active roles in bullying prevention, the Task Force suggests that
school districts certify more student led-programs and look to implement more by-student
and for-student programs in the classroom. In situations where past or former students are
unavailable, the Task Force asks that presenters be individuals who have a direct experience
being bullied because they are likely to have an easier time making those ever-important
connections to students who are being bullied themselves.
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5. School districts should look to have innovative programs to familiarize
students with school organizations and other community groups.
The Task Force finds that mentorship programs are a boon to new students and that a
number of schools have already implemented mentorship or orientation programs that
directly introduce students to the school building, school staff, other students and
resources. In general, the more resources offered to students the better, and many schools
on Long Island have done an exemplary job of coming up with innovative ways for students
to be introduced and familiarized with the school community.
One example that was mentioned earlier was the “Awareness Weekend” program Bay
Shore High School has offered, which allows students to form a real sense of community
that unfortunately is often lacking. The Connetquot School District has implemented a
similar program at its high school, and similar programs bringing students in for events
outside school hours have been implemented elsewhere.
Student-led activities and events are another great way to build a sense of community.
Whether it be led from student governments, clubs or individual students themselves,
activities and programs run by students, for students provide a great service to new
students in a school. These activities should be encouraged by community outreach funds
or grants, or just given greater awareness by schools wherever possible. Programs run
outside of the school by nonprofit partners should be encouraged as well and should be
integrated more into the school community, as any work to build community can have a
runoff effect of preventing bullying in schools.
Student-led peer mentoring programs that were previously mentioned also would serve
as one way for schools to help foster a sense of community. Programs that encourage
community building and mentorship, such as “Tune, Talk Turn!”, should be supported by
the local school district and be sanctioned by the school itself, both to ensure that the
programs continue even after the founding students graduate, but also to help integrate
new students successfully into a new high school or middle school environment.
In conclusion, student-led programs should be promoted and encouraged by school
districts and by nonprofits as well. Additionally, the development of more localized
resources can help to build and foster a shared sense of a school community that can help
to reduce bullying and to better provide resources to students in need.
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6. School districts should have social workers, psychologists and guidance
counselors available at each school.
Social workers and psychologists can play a key role in helping to prevent bullying, raise
awareness of harassment and bullying-related issues, and assist students who are being
victimized. Too many schools in Suffolk County do not have full time social workers or
psychologists on staff, and many buildings only have a social worker who splits their time
between multiple schools in each district.
Social workers often are a key resource in mediating issues that can lead to bullying and
can help to prevent bullying before it starts through crisis prevention training and early
intervention. They can collaborate with community groups to provide services to students
in need and they can listen to the concerns that students themselves may have. Social
workers, psychologists and guidance counselors are key resources that many students may
not initially turn to due to barriers of entry. A counselor who has to spend their time
travelling to multiple schools is obviously not going to be able to serve students as
effectively, and the same is certainly true for social workers and psychologists.
In addition, the Task Force members spoke about numerous programs their schools’
social workers and guidance counselors offer to help students. Bay Shore High School has a
quiet room that students can go to at any time where they can just relax and talk to a
counselor, while other schools have gone further and even have created “play rooms” for
students to go to. Others have been active participants in aforementioned peer-awareness
programs and have helped students to establish these programs.
The Task Force requests that school districts look to hire more social workers,
psychologists and guidance counselors on their staff and to ideally provide each school with
these professionals in order to better serve the mental health and wellbeing of students
and to better respond to bullying incidents and harassment incidents when they do occur.
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